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Internationally recognised as 
experts in Linear Heat Detection

In all that we do, excellence is our benchmark at Linesense. We 
take pride in understanding our clients’ challenges and delivering 
excellent solutions. This is articulated through meticulous research 
and development, innovative design, the use of cutting-edge 
materials, manufacturing to the highest standards and the highest 
level of client care. Linesense Linear Heat Detection (LHD) is a 
leader in its field.



A proven track record in research, 
development and manufacturing



Linesense Linear Heat Detection cable has been 
manufactured for over 40 years. During this time, over 
10 million metres of LHD cable have been supplied to 
customers worldwide, from Europe and The Americas to 
China and Asia Pacific. In-depth research and development, 
together with meticulous quality assessment, has always 
formed the cornerstone of Linesense’s approach to market. 
This extensive experience and expertise has resulted in 
the comprehensive range of cable, interfaces, fixings and 
ancillaries available today.



High quality digital cable 
you can rely on



The easy to understand technology makes it a cost-effective 
solution that can interface into any switch monitoring unit or 
conventional alarm panel. Linesense digital LHD cable offers 
continuous uninterrupted heat detection along its entire length. 
With every part of the cable able to detect and signal an alarm, 
there are no limits on the size of the application to be protected, 
big or small. Formed from a pair of twisted steel wires individually 
insulated with a temperature sensitive polymer, as the cable 
reaches its specific alarm temperature the two wires short 
together providing the switch signal. The predetermined alarm 
trip points are unaffected by ambient temperatures and require no 
special tools or calibration at commissioning.

LINESENSE H8040N Digital Cable

LINESENSE H8045N Digital Cable

LINESENSE H8028 Digital Cable

LINESENSE H8069 Digital Cable

LINESENSE H9650 Digital Cable

68°C, 155°F NOMINAL

85°C, 185°F NOMINAL

105°C, 221°F NOMINAL

176°C, 349°F NOMINAL

240°C, 464°F NOMINAL



Monitor system status via clear and 
concise digital interfaces 



Linesense digital interface units monitor the LHD cable for Fire and 
Fault conditions, signalling the location of the active alarm. With 
the Digital Location Interfaces, the distance in metres is displayed 
on the LCD enhancing fire detection capability and allowing 
appropriate action to be taken. The DLI-2K monitors up to 2000m 
of LHD cable and the DLI-10K up to 10,000. There are flexible 
interfacing options, ‘two wire’ devices for connecting directly 
into a conventional fire alarm panel, relay outputs and analogue 
4-20mA. The Linesense DLI-2K and DIM have both been third-party 
assessed to IEC61508 and are certified as SIL-2 capable. When used 
with suitable safety barriers, Linesense LHD can also be installed in 
hazardous areas.

DIM
Digital Interface Module

DLI-2K
Digital Location Interface

2000 Metres

DLI-10K
Digital Location Interface

10,000 Metres



Linear Heat Detection cable is a 
highly flexible solution

LHD Cable
Driver Interface Cable
Suppression System

Driver Interface



Linesense LHD cable provides a flexible solution that can be configured to fit many 
challenging environments and risks. With a minimum bend radius of only 50mm it is 
suitable for the most compact of environments, or for large open space protection. 
There is a comprehensive range of fixings and fittings and Linesense can offer expert 
advice on the correct ones to suit your particular application. General guidance for 
fixings is that they should be spaced no greater than 1.2m between each one. Local 
regulations and standards should always be adhered to when designing systems (in 
the UK BS5839 part 1). For general open space detection, line type heat detectors 
should be sited in such a way that no point in the protected space is further than 
5.3 m horizontally from the nearest point on a line heat detector. To ensure total 
coverage this would require the LHD to be no more than 5.3m from any wall and 
have no more than 10.6m between runs.

GENERAL AREA PROTECTION
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Specialist technology to protect
key infrastructure and assets



Linesense LHD cable is simple to install and extremely 
reliable in operation, providing long-term protection. 
For this reason, it forms a professional heat detection 
solution for many applications. Furthermore, since the 
cable only responds to an overheat situation, it works 
extremely effectively in harsh and dirty environments 
where other types of technologies struggle. When used 
with suitable safety barriers, Linesense LHD can also be 
installed in hazardous areas. Typical applications include:

z	 Trains and trams
z	 Buses and coaches
z	 Conveyor systems
z	 Tunnels
z	 Car parks
z	 Power stations
z	 Mining vehicles
z	 Storage tanks
z	 Cable trays



Always on hand  to provide you 
with service and support



Linesense is a UK company with worldwide reach. We provide comprehensive service 
and support for our product range whenever and wherever it is needed. Our website 
carries data sheets and application notes to assist your choice of LHD system. Or you 
can phone or email us for personalised advice tailored to your particular application. 
We can, for instance, supply custom lengths from 100 to 1000 metres. In conjunction 
with our worldwide distribution network, you can feel confident that your Linesense 
digital LHD system will be designed, installed, commissioned and operational for 
years to come.
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Linesense Fire Detection Ltd
PO Box 3122
Reading
RG1 9QW
United Kingdom

Phone: +44 (0)345 0304223
Email: info@linesense.co.uk
Web: www.linesense.co.uk


